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About Us
Ink is Black. Paper is White. Issues are mostly Grey because they exhibit 
thoughts of our grey matter. Hence, our name. Worry not, our thoughts 
and words are colourful.  

BLACK | Grey | WHITE is an online Magazine which plans to launch an 
Issue every month.  

Our magazine is a montage of poetry, write-ups, illustrations, artworks and 
just about anything. We aim to spread positivity through awareness and 
gain experience along with it. 

Feel free to submit whatever you want to. We encourage all types of 
submissions. 

You can read check out our Blog to join our team or read the submission 
guidelines or just to support us. 

Blog: www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Facebook: BLACK | Grey | WHITE 

Instagram/Twitter: @blackgreywhitemagazine 

Thank you for supporting us! 

Thank you for believing in us! 

Love 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE 
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Manavi Kunwar 
Founder and Editor-In-Chief

Greetings, Readers! 

Benjamin Franklin once said, “Either write something worth 
reading or do something worth writing.” 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to kill two birds with one stone. 
We are a magazine filled with some amazing people willing to use 
our talent to leave our mark on the world or at least, those who 
read our magazine. Even if a single person who reads what we 
write and portray is impacted, we will have done something 
amazing. Thus, we will have contributed to a cause greater than ourselves. 

The power that the youth hold is so strong that it can be used to create impact that the 
other generations could not create. In recent years, we have noticed that the youth have 
stepped out of the comfort zones that previous generations were not able to step out of 
because of certain reasons. But given the resources and ideas that we have access to, a 
lot can be done to create a positive impact on this world if we put our minds to it. 

BLACK | Grey | WHITE aims to be a magazine and a platform accessible to everyone. 
We encourage all types of talents and expressions of thoughts.  

As the Editor-In-Chief, it is my job to make sure that every form of Art, be writing or 
photography, has the desired effect over the reader and that our message is conveyed in 
a way that is appreciated by everyone. I aim to make this as impactful as I can by using 
my own thoughts and creativity to make it a success. 

Hoping that whatever we do is appreciated and we thank everyone for their support. 

Thank you for believing in us!

From the Editor’s Desk
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Saleha Siddiqui 
Founder and Editor-In-Chief

A very warm welcome to all you readers! 

We are very excited to bring forth the latest issue of our magazine 
and are grateful to everyone taking out time to read it. 

Through BLACK | Grey | WHITE, we aim to reach the youth and spread 
positive vibes and awareness by gathering and creating content that many people could relate 
to. We aim to promote reading and understanding each other’s viewpoints through written 
thoughts, to create sparks of curiosity and wonder through art and poetry, just to touch your 
heart and revive the beauty of expression in this manner.  
In our busy lives, I believe, if we take out time to read a little, appreciate art and try to 
understand the power of emotions through poetry, we might strike a chord somewhere, find a 
place of sense and peace of mind, and a stage which could create a powerful impact upon our 
developing minds in the most fun and accessible way possible. 

Thomas Merton rightly says that “Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the 
same time”.  

We created this platform to promote bright and colourful ideas in the grey matter of our 
brains, and through this we aim to tap into new understandings, explore ambiguities and to 
meet new people who are equally enthusiastic about art. 

Being the Editor-In-Chief, I want to do my best to convert my ideas into a reality and through 
your support, we will keep creating better content in the future and discovering a lot of 
untapped potential.  

Happy reading! 

From the Editor’s Desk
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There's a woman, 
Who lives in a small hut 

Beyond the boundaries of 
The ceramic clusters, 

Who likes breathing in the wildflowers. 
For her, liberty is 

Where wind is free to blow, 
Freedom is where the grasses 

Don't need permission to grow. 
Her eyes have a spark, 

Of excitement, of joy, of brokenness, 
And her wrinkles recite the poetries 
She had written in her young age. 

I once walked to her, 
Stumbling upon the present, 
Rushing to the future, and, 

Asked, "What has life taught you so far?" 
She closed her eyes, 
Let out a loud laugh, 

Said, "Trying to make my experiences your own? 
Well, to know what life has to teach you, 

You have to have a new hope everyday like the first day of January, 
You have to let love warm your heart even if it's only for February, 

Sometimes, the weather will turn suddenly like in March, 
But kid, you have to hold on. 

On some days, you will break open 
Like the clouds of the monsoon April, 

And quiet often, the heat of hardships 
Will get as unbearable as May. 

Words of Experience 
Shreya Gupta     
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Your heart will be heavy but, 
The tears won't fall, 

And you'll have to carry it all alone, 
Like, like the clouds of June. 

Ah don't worry,  
There will be some small trips 

To the soul that'll take a piece of you, 
And there you'll be, never to be whole. 

But remember, you have to return home, 
From every holiday, 

Just like in July. 
As these hearts are temporary, 

Only some are lucky to have a love, 
Which is monotonous but still exciting, 

Like the month of August, 
When you only breathe, 

But stay grateful; another month and 
You're still living. 

The falls of September will remind you, 
Even the mightiest have to decline. 

So run, fall, laugh, try, breathe, 
While you still can. 

But don't forget to be as gentle as October, 
As there are many who have been burnt in summer, 

And they are still looking for their calm. 
Sometimes, life will want you to be as cold as November, 
Then also, try to keep a fireplace lighted in some corner, 

As the December of life is the hardest. 
It'll rock you, twist you, freeze you, test you, 

But you, kid, don't give up. 
For it's the nature of life 

To squeeze everything out of a person, 
To cover itself in the darkness of night, 
And again, come out in the daylight, 

And ask, 
January has come. 

Will you not let new hopes come by? 
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You cushioned the fall, 
But it was a fall nonetheless. 

You blunted the thorns,  
But I still fell, and I fell hard. 

You were there to pick me up, 
But you weren't ready  
To fall along with me 

The way you were supposed to. 
And now that the ground is plain, 

I find myself hobbling along, 
Unable to believe that the plunge  

Ended so soon. 
I can't hold anything against you, 

For you were never meant to bury an arrow in my chest, 
And the fact pains you 

Just as much as it pains me, I am sure. 
Blame lies miles away from you, 

For I know 
There is nothing else you could have done, 

Nothing else you can do 
But be a companion  

Of the right kind, 
Though it feels so wrong. 

And now  
I have to  

Stop living in denial 
And accept 

That the arrow  
I launched, missed, 

And that too by a wide margin. 
Perhaps because, 

It was meant to never find a heart  
In the first place. 

The Fall 
Devanshi Gupta
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Maybe I’m having the worst time of my life in my twenties. 
Maybe the best time of my life is waiting for me to reach to my 
seventies when I will be surrounded by my grandchildren who will 
think that I’m the best person in the whole world. 

Until then I’m going enjoy my twenties.  
       
Because when I reach my fifties – walking towards the end of my 
career, I don’t want to regret the life I’ve lived. 
I want a smile on the chamber of my chin that helped me in 
reaching sixties; where I can spend - the money, the dignity, the 
love I’ve gathered from the ups and downs.  

If I could reach to the seventies, I will forgive - the sad twenties, the 
struggled forties, I’ll acquit my low spirited fifties that once started to 
begin with the fall of my career. Who knows I’ll reach my seventies 
to have the best time of my life! 

Then, I would write some poetries, paint some sceneries, and maybe 
I would catch a sound from my grandchildren that “I’m the best 
Grandpa in the whole world” while preparing some vinegar-
marmalade. I’ll smile in that moment and think - I made it.  

But who knows if I’ll even reach my seventies - until then I’m going 
enjoy my twenties, until then I’m going to accept all the ups and 
downs of my twenties.  

My Twenties 
Hassan Saeed
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The roaring waves hit the sea shore, and I started wondering how 
beautiful my life could be if I hadn't been chained like this. The walls 
of this room could show the beauty of moon and could echo only 
the sound of the waves hitting the sea shore. It felt like I was the only 
living being left on this planet. But no. Today was different. Other 
than the sound of the waves I heard something different. Something 
unusual to my ears. It felt like someone crying out of pain. The pain 
only I could feel. The pain of being away from the ones you love 
and the helplessness it brings along.  
Just then, the moon cried showers, and finally when I decided to 
close the windows, I saw it. Something in the corner of the window, 
something with round, neon grey eyes. Water was dripping down 
the hair, to the sides of its face. Beautiful. The cries slowly became 
louder and closer. It was coming from here. Closer and closer it got 
as the distance decreased between us.  
I was very happy, but don’t know if it was on seeing a life after ages 
of being caged or if I was amazed to see its beautiful eyes. I think I 
had fallen, fallen for those eyes. Tonight was to be a turbulent night 
for the Earth and me, while it cried louder. Did it cry for the moon? 
There was no one around, other than the bright shining moon. Was 
the moon a partner of it also? Was this being like me? Lonely? It 
stayed close to the window crying until the skies got clearer. Later 
the sounds got lesser and lesser until it stopped and smooth waves 
shone under the moon light. I looked for those eyes everywhere until 
I noticed a hairy body on the shore. It turned its body towards me 
when my chains made rattling noise. Those beautiful set of grey 
eyes astonished me, looking so beautiful on a pure white wolf. A 
beautiful wolf. Knowing it was a wolf, I still couldn't help but get 
attracted towards it. My heart hadn't felt this kind of happiness ever 
before since ages now. An impossible love story was about to start 
tonight. I think. But was it legitimate? I don't know. Was I still going to 
continue? Yes. 

BEaUtY ANd TRaGeDy 
Simran Riyaz
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The time has taught us, 
To remember and learn. 

But we humans can never earn, 
The prospects of history once got created. 

Words that are stamped on the young minds.  
A day comes for this earth, 

We revolve again in that clock 
And see the land that has bled, 

A land which once was pure. 
With the blood of those who scrape it with metal. 

History, in love with itself, 
tends to repeat this cycle. 

Oh, people!  
Do not forbid the child from touching the fire,  

Let them burn in their own hell!  
What's virtue for you is a sin for my religion,  

My God tells me, 
If we do not learn now,  

You'll take us again there 
Where there is bloodshed and screams everywhere,  

Close your eyes and trace your shadows 
Know where you stand on your trial. 

History gifted enough bloodshed to mankind, 
O man, do not forget, 

Glorious walls of museums still possess statues of death. 

Gory History 
Clock 

 Mantasha Sayed
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Heartbreak might break your heart but it won't kill so do not be afraid, 
for a heartbreak is more than just dying from getting murdered by lies 
or pains. 

Usually, just when you finally have the hold on everything or when 
everything would start making sense, your doorbell rings by an 
uninvited guest. Happens with many! This guest is Mr. Heartbreak and 
he has come with luggage, full of lessons instead of gifts. The one 
accustomed to living with happiness would now have to make space 
for this new member but darling don't you worry, this is just the start. 
Politely you would first try to accept and adjust but for how long 
would you fake smile by staying with something that's meant to hurt. 
Days would pass slow and nights would bring sorrow, you’d miss good 
times and disobedient tears would roll; memories of happiness aka 
your ex roommate, would make you numb and with each passing 
moment, you'd question what went wrong and what could be done. 
Oh yes, you'll find answers! The answers that never existed would now 
rise but even then how will you change the cause of question 
hanging on your head!? The shine of all answers would agitate your 
eyes and the torture which was getting intense already would seem 
endless.

One Day 
At A Time 

Aiman Wahab
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Exhausted by patience, you would not feel like yourself anymore, 
and to your surprise, that's how you grow. You would do what you 
never did, be it wrong or good, to cope up with your mind in flames, 
constantly forcing you to bang on your exes gate, and then shall 
begin the phase of mistakes. 

You would yell and be bitter, thinking that would save what's left in 
your soul. Exhausted, you'd go back home and unwillingly serve the 
guest who doesn't speak but silently roars. 

Everyday will be a personal doomsday but you'd continue walking 
and at some point you would stop, seeing everyone blooming once 
they met Mr. Heartbreak. Astonished, you'd run to him, and ask how 
everyone is his acquaintance but alas, Mr. Heartbreak is now all 
pale. You'd sit and keep seeing his face, knowing time is passing 
and so is your age, realising nothing is changing unless you change. 
That night you'd make plans before you dream, smile would kiss your 
pillow and you would know that heartbreak was a teacher in 
disguise. The next day when you'll be ready to serve breakfast to Mr. 
Heartbreak victoriously, in the kitchen you'd find a note saying "my 
time here has ended and I'm off to complete another story". But 
don't you worry, your breakfast would still be shared with someone 
known. Tring! The bell would ring, and happiness will enter your 
home. 
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It's mostly unbelievable for someone like me who puts so much 
effort while making friends, you see? I sometimes ask myself, how do 
I not cease to exist? For the first time in my life, I question my own 
self. I belittle my way gurus and things I preached. I shout 
and scream for the soul that I left. I console myself by saying that he 
left me. I don't feel myself breathing at times, I only feel the tears.  

What did I do wrong, I ask.  
But he's never there to answer.  
"I love you", I say. 
"I miss you", I mean. 
"I think about you a lot", I scream. 

The void hears and smiles. It's not a comforting smile, it shakes my 
world with mockery. 

It hurts me to even think about us. Our valour, our lust for the little 
things in life. Our bond, our trust, our jokes and our beautiful 
memories. The beginning of the years, remind me how we 
ended. the beauty of our connection, how could you neglect it all?  

I again wonder, how do I not cease to exist? It feels like a thunder, 
that hits me right in the heart, again and again and again. 
It's relentless my dear, the words I dedicate to you. But you don't 
wanna see me living, breathing or feeling the past where we lived, 
happily ever after. 

Come back, Come back, Come back. 

How It Feels To Lose 
A Friend 
Manya Chaudhary
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SUBMISSIONS
Contributors: 

Tehreem Roshan 
Afnan Hussain 
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Capture History
Afnan Husain





कुछ िदल में कसक थी 
कुछ सर पे जुनून था 
वो िदल हारे बैठे हैं 
उन्हें िसफ़र्  मुझमें सुकून था 
मेरी आदत बुरी ह ै
ये उन्हें कौन समझाए? 

मेरे प्यार में बेरुख़ी ह ै
अब ये हम कैस ेबताएँ? 

तुम्हारा वक्त क़ीमती ह ै
मुझपे यूँ ज़ाया न करो 
ये सफ़र िसफ़र्  तुम्हारा ह ै
इसमें मेरे साथ न चलो 
प्यार ह ैतो िकसी और को दो 
पछताओग ेमुझमें खोकर 
मेरी बात ह ैमान तो लो 
तेरा कुछ नहीं मेरा होकर 

TRANSLATION: 

A void in his heart 
Yet a mind full of passion 
He falls in love 
His only solace, me. 
I'm dressed with bad habits 
How do I make him understand  
My love is too rugged  
My lips stammer for words. 
Your time is precious  
Don't waste it on me 
This journey is yours 
Don't take me along 
Shower your love onto someone else 
Regret is what you'll find if you stay 
Lend me an ear, listen dear 
With me, the future is bleak.

Junoon 
Tehreem Roshan
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Submission Guidelines 
We accept submissions of all sorts. Articles, Poetry, 
Photography, Comic Strips, Artworks, literally anything. 
We encourage all topics apart from Politics because it 
can cause conflict and we aim to spread positivity. 

To submit to us, send us an email on 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com with the subject as 
SUBMISSION: *Category*. For example, if you want to 
submit an artwork, the subject will be SUBMISSION: 
Artwork. 

We promise get back to you within two weeks and if we 
cannot publish your piece in our issue, we guarantee a 
feedback. 

For queries, contact us: 
contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com 

Check out our Blog: 
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com 

Instagram/Twitter: 
@blackgreywhitemagazine
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Thank you for believing in us!

For details or queries, contact us: 

contactblackgreywhite@gmail.com 

Blog: 
www.blackgreywhitemagazine.wordpress.com
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